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Abstract – This study aims at investigating the
difference in students' mathematical argumentation
skills before and after the implementation of argument
mapping in learning mathematics. It is a quasiexperiment with a quantitative approach. The
population was the students of class X Natural Sciences
Program in a state senior high school in Pasuruan,
East Java, Indonesia. 36 students were involved. The
instrument was a mathematical argumentation skills
test. Several components were established, adopted
from the Revised Bloom's Taxonomy, namely
identifying (C1), explaining (C2), drawing conclusions
(C3), reducing/adding premises (C4), deducing (C5),
and
developing/constructing
(C6).
Students'
mathematical argumentation skills were analyzed
using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test at 5% level of
significance (∝ = 0.05). The findings of this study
indicate that students' argumentation skills after the
implementation of argument mapping is better than
prior treatment (p = 0.002). It can be claimed that
argument mapping is effective for improving such
skills.
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1. Introduction
One of the essential aspects of human thinking
skills to succeed in life is the ability of
argumentation. This
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ability is required in resolving most types of
problems, as well as a powerful method for assessing
the ability to solve problems [1]. It is also linked to
reasoning, which is an important portion in learning
mathematics. When students “reason”, they develop
arguments to convince others or themselves of a
particular claim; to solve a problem, or to integrate a
number of ideas into a more coherent whole [2].
Later, they are expected to put forward a reason
accompanied by sufficient data and theoretical
support of a mathematical problem, both spoken and
written, to present a deep, comprehensive
understanding of mathematical concepts [3] . Each
student in each subject requires such ability in order
to strengthen student's self-understanding [4]. They
are encouraged to evaluate arguments, ask questions
to clarify arguments, and develop logical arguments
[5], [6], formulate questions [7], [8], describe
mechanisms and develop arguments [9]. Essentially,
arguments are products or outcomes of
argumentation that contain several premises and
conclusions [3].
Mathematical argument is a logical cognitive
connection between mathematical statements. In
mathematics, argumentation is extensively done for
proving mathematical theorem. Every new theorem
has to undergo a proof process to verify its validity in
solving mathematical problems. Argumentation is
defined as an activity that coincides with proof or
justification. However, it is a broader idea and
perceived to be a crucial component in learning
mathematics [5], [10], [11]. This activity leads
students to reflect upon and clarify the ideas, the
concept of mathematical relationships, and
mathematical arguments [12].
The ability of argumentation has to be honed to
strengthen students’ critical thinking [13]. Such skills
will be useful in resolving problems, making a
decision and being accountable for it. In reality,
however, formal schools have not emphasized the
development of such skills, especially in
mathematics. Concerning with this issue, a
preliminary study was done to find out students'
initial knowledge about arguments. It was conducted
in a state senior high school in Pasuruan, East Java,
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Indonesia. Based on the finding, it can be concluded
that the majority of students do not understand or
cannot distinguish either a text is an argument or not.
Despite several students had correct answer in their
worksheet, yet they failed to explain the concept of
argument during the interview.
The key in argumentation is the ability to develop
high-quality arguments. These arguments are
measurable, which is by proving their validity [14].
An argument is claimed valid if at the time each
premise is substituted with any particular statement,
the results of all the premises are true, thus the
conclusion is also true. Conversely, despite all
premises are true but there are false conclusions, the
argument is invalid. In addition, high-quality
arguments consist of statements with facts, reasoning
that connects data with statements and is supported
by knowledge, and reinforcement of arguments [15].
Therefore, an instructional method that will improve
students' mathematical argumentation abilities
becomes a necessity.
One of extensive method to improve students'
critical thinking skills is the argument mapping. It
helps to disclose the logical structure inferred from
an argument [16]. The structure of the argument
consists of claim as a statement or decision stated by
in the argumentation; data as the facts that support
the statement, warrant as an explanation of the
relationship between data and statements, qualifiers
as certain condition to state the truth of a statement,
and backing as the basic assumption to support the
warrant, rebuttal as a statement that refutes the data
[17].
Argument maps illustrate the logical structure in
the box and arrow form, where premises/conclusions
are supported by reasons contained in a distinctive
box. In the mapping, the criteria of the argument
developed in an argumentation will be clearly
identified. Previous study has exposed this method as
a means to prompt the development of arguments
hence students are able to gain experience analyzing
and evaluating the criteria for constructing valid
arguments. Several steps to construct valid
arguments, namely: identifying mathematical text,
providing data, making premises, devising
mathematical model, and proving it using truth table
[14].
Based on the description above, the research
problem of this study is: “Does the implementation
of
argument
mapping
improve
students’
mathematical argumentation skills?” Essentially, this
study aims to investigate the students’ mathematical
argumentation skills before and after the
implementation of argument mapping and the extent
of the improvement in students’ mathematical
argumentation skills after the implementation of
argument mapping.
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2. Methods
In the present study, a quasi-experiment with a
quantitative approach is employed. The population
was the students of Class X of the Natural Sciences
Program at a State Senior High School in Pasuruan,
East Java, Indonesia. The sample of the study was
selected using purposive sampling technique. This
class was chosen since the students had relatively
low score in mathematics. Totally, there were 36
students.
A set of learning tools was compiled, including the
student’s worksheet/LKS. This worksheet is intended
to improve students' mathematical argumentation
skills through argument maps. These maps adopt the
Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy [18], which is used to
identify argument-not argument (C1), explain
arguments (C2), draw conclusions based on premises
(C3), reduce/add premises to supports conclusions
(C4), claim valid-invalid arguments (C5), and
develop and construct valid arguments (C6).
In the data collection stage, written test techniques
was employed to obtain the data about students'
mathematical argumentation skills in proving valid
arguments. The test was carried out twice: after and
before the implementation of argument mapping.
Pre-test revealed students’ initial skills while posttest showed the outcome of the method.
The instrument used in this study was a test of
mathematical argumentation skills. It consisted of
five items of description to prove valid arguments.
Questions were designed and based on the
components of argument proposed [14]. Prior to the
test, this instrument was validated by Mathematics
Education lecturers at Universitas Negeri Malang as
the experts.
Data analysis of students’ mathematical
argumentation skills was initiated by classifying the
capacity of students based on the score of the test.
The classification is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Criteria of Students’ Mathematical
Argumentation Skills
Internal Score
85% 𝐾𝑃𝑀 100%
75% 𝐾𝑃𝑀 85%
55% 𝐾𝑃𝑀 75%
0% 𝐾𝑃𝑀 55%

Category
Excellent
High
Low
Very low

To determine the improvement in students' skills
before and after the implementation of argument
mapping, the scores obtained from the pre-test and
post-test were compared. Furthermore, to test
whether the difference between the pre-test and posttest scores was significant, a statistical test using the
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test was carried out. This
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test was chosen due to the abnormal distribution of
data, thus a non-parametric statistical test was
considered more appropriate. The data analysis
process used SPSS at 5% level of significance ∝
0.05 . The research hypothesis is that there is a
significant difference between the score of pre-test
and post-test. If the post-test score of students’
mathematical argumentation skills is higher than the
pre-test, the difference is significant. It implies that
the implementation of the argument maps is effective
to improve such skills.
3. Result and Discussion
The analysis of the data retrieved from
mathematical argumentation skills test, which
indicates students’ ability in constructing valid
argument, is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Student’s Mathematical Argumentation Skills
Criteria of Argumentation
Skills

N (%)
Pretest
8%
22%

Posttest
22%
61%

Low

13%

17%

Very low

57%

0%

Excellent
High

Table 3 shows the mean of the pretest score is 44.9
with a standard deviation of 16.8. Meanwhile, the
mean of the posttest score is 57.4 with a standard
deviation of 16.6, indicating the mean of the posttest
is higher than that of the pretest with a difference of 12.5. To statistically prove the differences between
the means, an independent t-test was carried out.
The results of the t-test indicate t-value of -3.17
with degree of freedom of 69, p-value of 0.002 or
less than the critical limit of ∝ 0.05. Thus, it can
be claimed that there is significant difference in the
students' mathematical argumentation skills after and
before the implementation of argument mapping.
Furthermore, in addition to obtain the data on the
improvement of students' argumentation skills, the
results of the test are also examined for specifying
the components of the argumentation skills. A
description of student’s capacity in relation with the
components of argumentation skills is presented in
Table 4.
Table 4. The Components of Argumentation Skills and the
Results of Pretest-Posttest
Components of Mathematical
Argumentation Skills
Identifying argument/nonargument (C1)
Explaining argument/nonargument (C2)
Drawing conclusion after the
premises (C3)
Reducing/adding premises to
support conclusion (C4)
Concluding the validity of an
argument (C5)

Number of Students
Achieving Indicators
Pretest
Posttest
36

36

30
36
Table 2 reveals the majority of students,
approximately 57%, have low level of argumentation
17
32
skills. Meanwhile, after the instructional method
using the argument maps, the percentage of students
9
22
categorized into high skills increased into 61% while
excellent students increased into 22%. Despite 17%
3
22
of them are classified into low skills group, none are
included in very low skills group.
Furthermore, the achievement of students’ Developing and constructing
1
16
valid argument (C6)
mathematical argumentation skills based on the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test analysis is demonstrated
Table 4 provides the data classically, that the
in Table 3.
students' mathematical argumentation skills in each
component have improved. It excludes component
Table 3. Rank of Student’s Mathematical Argumentation
C1, in which prior to the argument mapping, the
Skills
entire students have been able to identify
arguments/not arguments. In component C2, there is
an increase of 17%, in which the students are able to
explain about arguments/not arguments. In
component C3, there is an increase of 14%, in which
the students are able to draw conclusions after the
premises. In component C4, there is an increase of
58%, in which the students are able to reduce/add to
the premise to support conclusions. In component
C5, there is an increase of 53%, in which the students
are able to validate arguments. In component C6,
there is an increase of 41%, in which the students are
able to develop and construct valid arguments.
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The ability to develop and construct valid
arguments is associated to the comprehend concepts.
The argument maps have assisted students in
understanding the concept of arguments through the
process of creating concepts and interpreting data.
Subsequently, certain principles are required to
resolve a new situation. During the conception
process, students will exercise their argumentation
skills. Such skills will automatically improve the
communication skills or the ability to express their
opinions based on the acquired information or data.
Written argumentation skills are useful for enhancing
students' scientific knowledge and writing skills [19].
Meanwhile, process of gathering various components
is essential to develop an argument.
The effectiveness of argument mapping is to
visualize logical thinking structure of an argument.
Beside that, critical thinking particularly in
argumentation can be enhanced through experiences
in express ideas, both spoken and written [20]. This
Argument mapping is focused on the connection of
logical data, reasoning or drawing conclusion
between the propositions [15]. It will stimulate
learners to exercise critical thinking in drawing a
conclusion based on string and valid arguments.
Based on the results of the data analysis, the
implementation of argument mapping in the
instructional method is able to improve students'
mathematical argumentation skills. It indicates that
this method successfully assists students in linking
their ideas/opinions with data/facts that support those
ideas/opinions.
Argument maps identify abstract assumptions and
components that build an argument. With the
identification process in developing an argument,
students are stimulated to engage in and enhance
their mathematical argumentation skills.
Despite the fact that 17% of students are still
categorized in low skills’ group, the main issue has
been recognized, namely the failure in proving valid
arguments. It is caused by the inability of students to
model mathematical problems into mathematical
symbols, as well as making mathematical model
from an argument. Consequently, students face
difficulties in proving valid arguments. In general,
the argument maps can be used as an alternative to
learning mathematics, particularly to improve
students' mathematical argumentation skills on
argument problems.
4. Conclusion
This study has discussed the implementation of
argument mapping in relation with the students’
mathematical
argumentation
skills.
Several
conclusions can be formulated based on the findings.
First, the mathematical argumentation skills of the
majority of students are categorized into low skills’
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group, prior to the implementation of argument
mapping in learning mathematics. Most of them are
only able to solve the argument problem ‒ from the
stage of identifying the argument/not argument to the
stage of drawing conclusion after the premises.
Second, the mathematical argumentation skills of the
majority of students are categorized into excellent
and very high skills’ group after the implementation
of argument mapping. It has been identified through
an identification model that has been carried out by
the subject. In this stage, most students are able to
conclude whether the argument is valid or invalid.
Moreover, several students are able to construct valid
arguments. Third, the students' mathematical
argumentation skills after the implementation of
argument mapping show a significant difference.
Several recommendations are propounded based on
the findings of this study. First, the argument
mapping can be an alternative method to improve
students' mathematical argumentation skills. Second,
it is suggested to involve a control class for
highlighting the effectiveness of the argument
mapping in the actual situation. Third, similar
research should be carried out by involving a broader
population and sample size to obtain a more general
result.
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